GP1234 Airless sprayer

Pressure conversion ratio: 34: 1
No-load displacement(L/min): 5.6
Inlet pressure(MPa): 0.3-0.6
Air consumption(L/min): 180-2000
Cylinder diameter(mm): Ф125
Dimensions(mm)width × height × high: 480×480×800
Weight(kg): 39
Note: The no-load displacement is the displacement pressure of the coating under
GP1234 high pressure airless coating equipment
Scope：Can be spray encaustic tile, furniture, steel structure, ships, constructs the
inside and outside wall latex paint, tannery spray coating glue water, each kind of
coating and paint pressured air as the power, steady and reliable, malfunction ratio is
extremely low.
Pressure pulsation is small, the coating layer is even, the coating quality is better.
The route is long, the exhaust is big, the frequency of switching direction is low, hard to
be damaged by friction, the life of the machine and the maintenance cycle extends.
Use new type silencing device.
It is a type of small car, the structure is close, the movement is convenient.

TALENCO DVB-3091

Portable Dust Free Blast Machine is a light-weight , portable abrasive blasting
tools with an integral abrasive recovery system. During Blasting , abrasive is
continually recycled , while dust and other debris are collected in a slip-on dust bag
Interchange adapter boots for level surfaces , corners, etc. fit over the swivel blast
head to assure efficient recovery on any surface

Feature
Lightweight
Machine weight only 7 lbs (3 kg) plus up to 4 lbs (2 kg) abrasive charge.
Compact
Small enough for being used in the “hard-to-get-at areas”.
Flexible
Swivel head – use at any angle.
Time saving
Always ready for action – simply couple 3/4″ (19 mm) air line and start
blast cleaning.
Recycles abrasive
Re-usable abrasives, i.e. steel shot and grit, chilled iron, aluminum
oxide, silicon carbides, glass beads, etc. can be used.(40 ~100Mesh is advised).
Double action lever
No dismantling to recharge empty abrasive container. First pressure
picks up new abrasive charge or vacuums the work surface. Second
pressure starts blast cleaning/recycling operation.
Air pressure only – no other form of power supply needed
Requires 33-60 CFM at 9-100 lbs P.S.l.
Blast pattern approximately 1 1/4 (32 mm) wide.
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TLS-395 Airless sprayer

The TLS-395 is a solid unit built for the professional just “starting out.”
Light-weight and portable – at 20 kg it's easy to lift and carry.
The TLS-395 is the ideal sprayer for residential jobs, and is the best value in small electric sprayers.
Standard supplied including 10 meter airless hose, spray gun and nozzle (ready for use)

Now also available in 110 volt

TLS-595 Airless sprayer

The TLS-595 Pro is a workhorse. It's proven to be a hit with contractors who are looking for higher output
and professional features in a compact and portable sprayer
Standard supplied including 10 meter airless hose, spray gun and nozzle (ready for use)

TLS-795 Airless sprayer

With a powerful 2800 watt motor, the TLS-795 Pro can handle multiple guns and is ideal for the
professional residential remodeling and repainting contractor who sprays a wide variety of coatings
Standard supplied including 10 meter airless hose, spray gun and nozzle (ready for use)

